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c. 1982 
Mixed media on Paper    
Framed size: 97 x 82cm 

 

PLUMED PARROT

SIDNEY NOLAN



DOCUMENTATION
SIDNEY NOLAN 

1917 – 1992

One of Australia’s most prolific modernist artists, Sir Sidney Nolan’s deeply poetic works 
have left an enduring influence on Australian art. It was Nolan’s depictions of Australia’s 
infamous outlaw, bushranger and cold-blooded killer, Ned Kelly, that propelled the 
artist into stardom. A visual storyteller, Nolan’s representations of Australia’s history and 
mythology helped shape the way we view this country.

Extensive travels across the land allowed Nolan to capture our native flora and fauna—
paying homage to its distinctive colour and form.  Nolan’s fascination with birds and flight 
became a central motif throughout his career beginning in the late 1940s.  Revisiting the 
subject of birds in the 1980s, Nolan eliminated the pictorial landscapes evident in his earlier 
avian works, instead, allowing the feathery creatures to command his viewers’ attention.

As an enthusiastic improviser, experimentation was central to Nolan’s practice and the artist 
often embraced new media to escape repetition.  Having pioneered the use of commercial 
spray paint as early as the 1930’s, Nolan returned to this media in 1982, once again adopting 
techniques from his youth to reconceptualise his practice. Significant to this period of 
the artist’s life, ‘Plumed Parrot’ reflects Nolan’s eagerness to push new boundaries, where 
experimentation and play underpinned the artist’s work.
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Mixed media on Paper    
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Provenance: 
Gift from the artist to Victoria and Murray Stroud.  

Sotheby’s, Fine Australian & International Paintings, Melbourne 
 Aquired from Saville Galleries,  

Private collection Melbourne 



2000 
Mixed media on Paper    

Framed size: 121 x 111cm  
Paper size: 88.5 x 80cm 

 

CAMEL AND ROEBUCK PLAIN

JOHN OLSEN



DOCUMENTATION
JOHN OLSEN 

B.1928

 

With a career spanning over seven decades, artist John Olsen is recognised as one of 
Australia’s most prominent living artists. Celebrated both nationally and internationally, 
Olsen has worked in a variety of media including paint, ceramics, tapestry and 
printmaking—the artist’s hand always visible. Among numerous prizes, Olsen has been 
awarded the Archibald Prize as well as the Wynne Prize on two occasions. In 1977, Olsen 
was awarded the O.B.E. for services to the arts and was awarded an Australian Creative 
Fellowship in 1993. Olsen also received an Order of Australia in 2001. 

The artist’s deep engagement with the Australian landscape and its inhabitants has 
resulted in evocations of native wildlife in his works. Through an eclectic colour palette 
and energetic mark making, Olsen powerfully blurs the boundaries between figuration and 
abstraction. He presents the land’s dynamism in its purest form, invoking a spiritual quality 
with every stroke.

Imbued with earthy hues, Camel and Roebuck Plain relies on expressive painterly qualities 
to capture perceptions of place—his aerial representations of the land conjuring notions of 
storytelling. Having travelled the country extensively—traversing the terrain from above—
Olsen’s works become an intricate map for his viewer’s exploration. As we follow each line in 
Olsen’s work, we trace the journey of the artist himself as he masterfully captures the beauty 
inherent in our landscape.
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Mixed media on Paper    

Framed size: 121 x 111cm  
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Provenance:  
Private Collection, Melbourne



1988 
Colour screenprint 

Framed size: 117 x 107cm 
Edition: 59/75  
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1988 
Hand-coloured silk screen 
Framed size: 125 x 116cm 

Edition: AP 

POEM FOR A LOVER

BRETT WHITELEY



DOCUMENTATION
BRETT WHITELEY 

1939 – 1992

One of Australia’s most celebrated artists, Brett Whiteley’s oeuvre spanned painting, 
sculpture and the graphic arts to create romantic and poetic works. Throughout his career, 
Whiteley’s success was celebrated, winning the Art Gallery of New South Wales’ Archibald, 
Wynne and Sulman Prizes on numerous occasions. Impressively, in 1978, Whiteley was 
awarded all three prizes—the first artist to achieve this recognition. In 1991, Whiteley was also 
awarded an Order of Australia.

Lauded as avant-garde both nationally and internationally, it is the artist’s thoughtful 
compositions and selection of motifs that elevated his career to celebrity status. When 
viewing Silver Eye (1988) and Poem for a Lover (1988), we delve into the deeply spiritual world 
of the artist—his imagery of birds and trees conveying a profound feeling of tranquillity 
and sense of the surreal. Heavily influenced by art of the East, Whiteley’s gestural lines 
exaggerate motion while paying homage to the complexities of the natural world.



1988 
Hand-coloured silk screen 
Framed size: 125 x 116cm 

Edition: AP 

Provenance: 
Gift from the artist,  

Private collection Sydney.  
Inscribed 59/75 SILVER EYE for Gary and Lucinda 28/1/89 B +J
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Edition: AP 
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Private collection Sydney 
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